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Handson Technology 

Data Specs 

MF1 S50 ISO/IEC14443A Contactless RFID Card 
 

This is blank 13.56MHz RFID/NFC ISO/IEC 14443A blank card - often used for train/bus passes but also 

found in other systems where a proximity card is desired. The tag contains a small RFID chip and an 

antenna, and is passively powered by the reader/writer when placed a couple inches away. This card be 

read/write by almost any 13.56MHz RFID/NFC reader like RC522 RFID Reader Module. This card can be 

written to & store up to 1KB of data in writable EEPROM divided into banks, and can handle over 100,000 

re-writes. 

 

 

 

 

SKU: MDU1041 

Brief Data: 

 Standard: ISO/IEC 14443A. 

 Storage type: 1024x8bit EEPROM memory. 

 Working Frequency: 13.56MHz. 

 RF Communication Speed: 106Kbits/s. 

 Built in encryption engine with 48-bit key. 

 High data integrity: 16 Bit CRC, parity, bit coding, bit counting. 

 4 Byte unique identifier burned into the chip 

 Endurance: 100,000 cycles. 

 Data Retention: 10 Years. 

 

Tag specification: 

 Card Size: 85.5mm x 54mm x 1mm. 

 Weight: 6.3 grams. 

 Working Distance:  10~20mm away from reader. 

 

https://handsontec.com/index.php/product/mf1-s50-isoiec14443a-contactless-rfid-card/
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Mechanical Dimension: 

 

 

 

 

Related Resources: 

 RC522 RFID Reader Module 
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Handsontec.com 

We have the parts for your ideas 
 

HandsOn Technology provides a multimedia and interactive platform for 

everyone interested in electronics. From beginner to diehard, from student 

to lecturer. Information, education, inspiration and entertainment. Analog 

and digital, practical and theoretical; software and hardware.  

 

 

 

HandsOn Technology support Open Source Hardware (OSHW) 
Development Platform. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Learn : Design : Share 
 

 

handsontec.com 
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The Face behind our product quality… 

In a world of constant change and continuous technological development, a new or replacement 

product is never far away – and they all need to be tested. 

Many vendors simply import and sell wihtout checks and this cannot be the ultimate interests of 

anyone, particularly the customer. Every part sell on Handsotec is fully tested. So when buying from 

Handsontec products range, you can be confident you’re getting outstanding quality and value. 

 

We keep adding the new parts so that you can get rolling on your next project. 

 
Breakout Boards & Modules 

 
Connectors Electro-Mechanical Parts 

 
Engineering Material 

 
Mechanical Hardware 

 

P 

Electronics Components 

Power Supply Arduino Board & Shield 
 

Tools & Accessory 
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